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OJSC "MINSK KRISTALL" -OJSC "MINSK KRISTALL" -OJSC "MINSK KRISTALL" -   

managing company of holdingmanaging company of holdingmanaging company of holding

"MINSK KRISTALL GROUP""MINSK KRISTALL GROUP""MINSK KRISTALL GROUP"



Vodka Minskaya-KristallVodka Minskaya-KristallVodka Minskaya-Kristall









TUMANY vodka lineTUMANY vodka lineTUMANY vodka line

TUMANY REDTUMANY REDTUMANY RED  – it is a volcano of fiery emotions and vivid – it is a volcano of fiery emotions and vivid – it is a volcano of fiery emotions and vivid
impressions.impressions.impressions.

   
FlavoredFlavoredFlavored vodka "RED" 40% 0.5L is a unique drink of bright vodka "RED" 40% 0.5L is a unique drink of bright vodka "RED" 40% 0.5L is a unique drink of bright

red color based on high-quality alcohol "Alpha" with ared color based on high-quality alcohol "Alpha" with ared color based on high-quality alcohol "Alpha" with a
rounded vodka taste and delicate tones of ginger androunded vodka taste and delicate tones of ginger androunded vodka taste and delicate tones of ginger and

berries.berries.berries.
ExpirationExpirationExpiration date: 18 months. date: 18 months. date: 18 months.

   
   

TUMANY ABSENTUMTUMANY ABSENTUMTUMANY ABSENTUM  – it is the pacification and tranquility – it is the pacification and tranquility – it is the pacification and tranquility
of the coniferous forest.of the coniferous forest.of the coniferous forest.

   
StrongStrongStrong alcoholic drink "ABSENTUM" 43% 0.5L has a bright alcoholic drink "ABSENTUM" 43% 0.5L has a bright alcoholic drink "ABSENTUM" 43% 0.5L has a bright

and rich taste with anise-mint tone.and rich taste with anise-mint tone.and rich taste with anise-mint tone.
ExpirationExpirationExpiration date: 36 months date: 36 months date: 36 months



RODNYIARODNYIARODNYIA SAPRAUDNYIASAPRAUDNYIASAPRAUDNYIA ZNATNYIAZNATNYIAZNATNYIA

VodkaVodka BRATY BRATY

  

  

  

  

0,5 L 40%0,5 L 40%

BratyBratyBraty  - is a special product line. This is a - is a special product line. This is a - is a special product line. This is a
vodka with an international character,vodka with an international character,vodka with an international character,
which carries the idea of brotherhoodwhich carries the idea of brotherhoodwhich carries the idea of brotherhood
and unity of people. and unity of people. and unity of people. WeWeWe all travel the all travel the all travel the

world and in world and in world and in anyanyany corner of the world we corner of the world we corner of the world we
find friends, acquaintances and peoplefind friends, acquaintances and peoplefind friends, acquaintances and people

close to us in spirit.close to us in spirit.close to us in spirit.

BUSINESS SEGMENT VODKABUSINESS SEGMENT VODKABUSINESS SEGMENT VODKA
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It is a national product of the Republic ofIt is a national product of the Republic ofIt is a national product of the Republic of
Belarus. Using the original recipe andBelarus. Using the original recipe andBelarus. Using the original recipe and

years of experience we did our best toyears of experience we did our best toyears of experience we did our best to
introduce such a unique product. Dark inintroduce such a unique product. Dark inintroduce such a unique product. Dark in
color, complex on the nose, and a purecolor, complex on the nose, and a purecolor, complex on the nose, and a pure
pleasure-fest on the palate - you willpleasure-fest on the palate - you willpleasure-fest on the palate - you will

naturally enjoynaturally enjoynaturally enjoy         the taste of rancio, and athe taste of rancio, and athe taste of rancio, and a
deeply satisfying and lengthy finish.deeply satisfying and lengthy finish.deeply satisfying and lengthy finish.

OJSC "MINSK KRISTALL" -OJSC "MINSK KRISTALL" -OJSC "MINSK KRISTALL" -   

managing company og holding "MINSK KRISTALL GROUP"managing company og holding "MINSK KRISTALL GROUP"managing company og holding "MINSK KRISTALL GROUP"
BUSINESS SEGMENT VODKABUSINESS SEGMENT VODKABUSINESS SEGMENT VODKA
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Made according to theMade according to theMade according to the original original original
technology, combining processingtechnology, combining processingtechnology, combining processing

with flint. It is a colorless, transparentwith flint. It is a colorless, transparentwith flint. It is a colorless, transparent
alcoholic drink with a mildalcoholic drink with a mildalcoholic drink with a mild
characteristic vodka flavor.characteristic vodka flavor.characteristic vodka flavor.

Vodka 

Belovezhskaya

0,5 L 40%

Bitter tincture

Belovezhskaya

0,5 L 43%

BITTER TINCTURESBITTER TINCTURESBITTER TINCTURES



   The tincture has a full, slightlyThe tincture has a full, slightlyThe tincture has a full, slightly
pungent taste and complex aromapungent taste and complex aromapungent taste and complex aroma

with honey tones and hints of herbs.with honey tones and hints of herbs.with honey tones and hints of herbs.
The tincture is made with theThe tincture is made with theThe tincture is made with the

enclosure of pepper pods in a bottle.enclosure of pepper pods in a bottle.enclosure of pepper pods in a bottle.

Bitter tinctureBitter tinctureBitter tincture

BelovezhskayaBelovezhskayaBelovezhskaya   

Honey with PepperHoney with PepperHoney with Pepper
0,5 L 40%0,5 L 40%0,5 L 40%

Bitter tinctureBitter tinctureBitter tincture

BelovezhskayaBelovezhskayaBelovezhskaya
Ginger with HoneyGinger with HoneyGinger with Honey

0,5 L 40%0,5 L 40%0,5 L 40%

   The tincture perfectly warms, raisesThe tincture perfectly warms, raisesThe tincture perfectly warms, raises
strength and mood in any weather.strength and mood in any weather.strength and mood in any weather.

Perfectly goes well with many snacksPerfectly goes well with many snacksPerfectly goes well with many snacks
and helps proper absorption of food.and helps proper absorption of food.and helps proper absorption of food.

BITTER TINCTURESBITTER TINCTURESBITTER TINCTURES
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 0,5 L



Vodka "Stolgradnaya" - excellent rectified alcohol
"Lux" and the purest specially prepared and

softened drinking water emphasize the purity of
sensations. Perfectly matched proportions of

nutritional supplements create a warm, deep and
delicate taste that gives a sense of peace and joy.

Vodka Stolgradnaya 40%

0,2 L, 0,5 L, ,0,7 L

ECONOMY SEGMENT VODKA
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OJSC "MINSK KRISTALL" - 

managing company og holding "MINSK KRISTALL GROUP"



"Vedrich" has been on market in Belarus since"Vedrich" has been on market in Belarus since"Vedrich" has been on market in Belarus since
2003 and during this time it has become a cult.2003 and during this time it has become a cult.2003 and during this time it has become a cult.

Due to its good quality and catchy name,Due to its good quality and catchy name,Due to its good quality and catchy name,
Vedrich is a Belarusian synonym for gin.Vedrich is a Belarusian synonym for gin.Vedrich is a Belarusian synonym for gin.

Together with such an authentic and strongTogether with such an authentic and strongTogether with such an authentic and strong
name, Vedrich is a sophisticated andname, Vedrich is a sophisticated andname, Vedrich is a sophisticated and

controversial drink that is a combination ofcontroversial drink that is a combination ofcontroversial drink that is a combination of
style and good taste. The drink has a dry,style and good taste. The drink has a dry,style and good taste. The drink has a dry,

harmonious taste with a characteristic juniperharmonious taste with a characteristic juniperharmonious taste with a characteristic juniper
berry flavor. The secret of gin is hidden in theberry flavor. The secret of gin is hidden in theberry flavor. The secret of gin is hidden in the
original recipe: high-quality rectified alcoholoriginal recipe: high-quality rectified alcoholoriginal recipe: high-quality rectified alcohol

"Lux", aromatic alcohols of calamus, birch buds,"Lux", aromatic alcohols of calamus, birch buds,"Lux", aromatic alcohols of calamus, birch buds,
juniper berries, peppermint, balsamic tansy andjuniper berries, peppermint, balsamic tansy andjuniper berries, peppermint, balsamic tansy and

kvass wort concentrate.kvass wort concentrate.kvass wort concentrate.
Also available with blackberry taste!Also available with blackberry taste!Also available with blackberry taste!

GinGinGin   

VEDRICHVEDRICHVEDRICH

0,5 L 45%0,5 L 45%0,5 L 45%
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Strong alcoholic spiritsStrong alcoholic spiritsStrong alcoholic spirits

SamOgon Rye and SamOgon withSamOgon Rye and SamOgon withSamOgon Rye and SamOgon with

horseradishhorseradishhorseradish

0,5 L 40%0,5 L 40%0,5 L 40%

The strong alcoholic drink "SamOgon" has incorporatedThe strong alcoholic drink "SamOgon" has incorporatedThe strong alcoholic drink "SamOgon" has incorporated
centuries-old traditions of quality and the experience ofcenturies-old traditions of quality and the experience ofcenturies-old traditions of quality and the experience of

several generations of master-producers of OJSCseveral generations of master-producers of OJSCseveral generations of master-producers of OJSC
"MINSK CRYSTAL". Sam Ogon is an original drink that"MINSK CRYSTAL". Sam Ogon is an original drink that"MINSK CRYSTAL". Sam Ogon is an original drink that
fully conveys the Belarusian character and flavor. It isfully conveys the Belarusian character and flavor. It isfully conveys the Belarusian character and flavor. It is

prepared according to the original technology from high-prepared according to the original technology from high-prepared according to the original technology from high-
quality grain distillate.quality grain distillate.quality grain distillate.
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               OJSC "MINSK KRISTALL" - managing company of holding "MINSK KRISTALL GROUP" isOJSC "MINSK KRISTALL" - managing company of holding "MINSK KRISTALL GROUP" isOJSC "MINSK KRISTALL" - managing company of holding "MINSK KRISTALL GROUP" is

the largest producer of alcoholic beverages in the Republic of Belarus.the largest producer of alcoholic beverages in the Republic of Belarus.the largest producer of alcoholic beverages in the Republic of Belarus.

      The starting point of the history of "MINSK KRISTALL" is 1893, when brothers-industrialistsThe starting point of the history of "MINSK KRISTALL" is 1893, when brothers-industrialistsThe starting point of the history of "MINSK KRISTALL" is 1893, when brothers-industrialists

Yankel and Zelman Rakovshchiki founded a yeast-distillery in the city of Minsk on Nizhne-Yankel and Zelman Rakovshchiki founded a yeast-distillery in the city of Minsk on Nizhne-Yankel and Zelman Rakovshchiki founded a yeast-distillery in the city of Minsk on Nizhne-

Lyakhovskaya (now Oktyabrskaya) street.Lyakhovskaya (now Oktyabrskaya) street.Lyakhovskaya (now Oktyabrskaya) street.

            Today, the Kristall trademark is a classic recognized not only in the republic, but alsoToday, the Kristall trademark is a classic recognized not only in the republic, but alsoToday, the Kristall trademark is a classic recognized not only in the republic, but also

far beyond its borders, it is a combination of production traditions laid down in the 19thfar beyond its borders, it is a combination of production traditions laid down in the 19thfar beyond its borders, it is a combination of production traditions laid down in the 19th

century, classic recipes that have not lost their relevance to this day, and advancedcentury, classic recipes that have not lost their relevance to this day, and advancedcentury, classic recipes that have not lost their relevance to this day, and advanced

technologies of the 21st century.technologies of the 21st century.technologies of the 21st century.

The current product range of the factory includes more than 80 items.The current product range of the factory includes more than 80 items.The current product range of the factory includes more than 80 items.

We produce:We produce:We produce:

- rectified ethyl alcohol;- rectified ethyl alcohol;- rectified ethyl alcohol;                                           - balsams;- balsams;- balsams;

- vodkas and special vodkas;- vodkas and special vodkas;- vodkas and special vodkas;             - cognacs;- cognacs;- cognacs;

- tinctures;- tinctures;- tinctures;                                                                                                                - other strong alcoholic beverages;- other strong alcoholic beverages;- other strong alcoholic beverages;

- liquers;- liquers;- liquers;                                                                                                                            - potato starch.- potato starch.- potato starch.

OJSC "MINSK KRISTALL" –OJSC "MINSK KRISTALL" –OJSC "MINSK KRISTALL" –      

   managing company of holding "MINSK KRISTALL GROUP"managing company of holding "MINSK KRISTALL GROUP"managing company of holding "MINSK KRISTALL GROUP"

Address:Address:Address:
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